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5FleetWatch technical correspondent and

independent consultant Dave Scott (left) with
Bakwena’s traffic manager Geoff Downes, waiting
for the first truck to arrive on the practical test day.

4Newly empowered with knowledge. Traffic

officials with our partners. Some officers had
already left as they had long drives back home
to places like Potchefstroom.

North West

blues

5Jacobus Barnard, Chief Provincial Inspector

for the Ngaka Modiri Molema District of North
West Province, was a happy man at the end of
the two days.

The FleetWatch Brake & Tyre Watch team headed to
North West Province for its 10th training project using
the Lonmin Conference Centre for the theoretical
training of 82 traffic officers and the new Bapong
Traffic Control Centre for the practical tests. What did
we find? Not good stuff writes Patrick O’Leary.

R
5While some of the team attend to the trucks

(above right), others like Enoch Silcock, GM of
Wabco (left), FleetWatch’s Maryna Parsons and
Wabco’s Joseph McClure, prepare our famous
boeri-rolls. It’s not just knowledge that we feed
to the traffic officers.

egular readers of
FleetWatch will know of
our Brake &Tyre Watch
project where FleetWatch
and its partners spend two
days in each province training traffic
officials how to identify signs of
unroadworthiness on trucks.
Our ‘Star Status’ partners, Wabco,
Bridgestone and HCV were once
again with us and joining us for the
North West exercise were Bakwena,
CI Automotive and Navistar
International Trucks. Without the
enthusiastic input of these partners

and their sense of corporate social
responsibility, we would not be able
to achieve what we do. Thank you so
much.
Although we would have liked
to get more trucks over the brake
roller tester, it was not to be due to
teething problems experienced on
the centre’s new test equipment.
A technician from the equipment
supplier was called in and, along
with the expertise of Keir Guild from
Wabco, got things moving a bit
faster.
We eventually ended up fully
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5The picture above right is the sister of the one above left. The driver has obviously been
given instructions to only drive at night when there is a full moon. Any other time, he won’t
see zilch with this light. The whole truck looked a mess. Shocking!

5Letter of thanks

Note point 4: “…there are
knowledgeable Traffic Officers on the
road after the training.” That thrills us all
for that is one of the main objectives of
the exercise.

5This is a typical Chinese automatic slack 5Why pay good money for an ABS
adjuster where the arrestor has fallen out. system and not have it work because it’s
This is not the first time we have seen this. disconnected. Again, this is not the first time
Beware cheap!
we’ve seen this.

5All the ‘juice’ coming out of the air tank
will be found in the valves along the air
line as well making for unsafe stopping
capabilities.
testing and inspecting seven rigs
- enough for us to transfer to the
cops the theoretical knowledge from
the previous day’s lectures into
hands-on, workable knowledge that
they can use on the road.
That things are not good in the
North West Province is evidenced
by the fact that out of the seven
rigs tested, five were served with
Discontinuation of Service notices.
In other words, they were taken off
the road.

5A ‘tired’ spring combined with an

overload caused this damage to the bottom
chassis flange. Who says overloading pays?

The seven vehicles tested were also
weighed before being sent to the
vehicle test pit and three of them
were overloaded. On the brake roller
tester, two passed and five failed on
braking. It never ceases to amaze us
how operators can send their drivers
out on rigs with no brakes. If you
are a transport operator, you have a
responsibility to keep your vehicles
roadworthy for goodness sake.
Other offences included defective
bodywork (side flaps loose, cabs

5The erstwhile Wolfgang Lehmann reckons
traffic departments should invest in washing
machines. A dirty uniform means officers are
getting under the trucks and doing their job
properly.
cracked) and all seven had oil
leaks. Suspension problems were
also highlighted with three out of
seven having faults ranging from
defective shock absorbers through
to cracked chassis. Four out of seven
also had non-visible yellow reflective
markings.
The photographs accompanying
this article tell the story more than
words can but in essence, what
we found was not encouraging.
Operators take note please! q
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4This truck – and another

from the same company – was
taken off the road for having
numerous faults, not least of
which was defective brakes.
There were many more.

5Ernest Swart, manager of

the Bapong Traffic Control
Centre, was most appreciative
of the knowledge his staff
gained during the exercise.

“Too many
trucks out
there are held
together with
bloudraad and
string.”

5Grease in the brakes and no brake

5Only uneducated mechanics will leave
lining. What a great combination to ensure a ‘cage bolt’ in the booster. This proves
a certain brake failure. Get it off the road! once again that maintenance procedures
in many companies are non existent.

5The load sensing valve is not connected

5A short stroke (standard) booster and

5The rocker bush needs replacing. R60

a long stroke booster on the same axle
results in uneven brake force. This is so
common.

while the right side booster has dropped due
to the securing bolt being missing. Where is
the mechanic who checked this truck?

for a bush or R3 500 for a tyre? Which is
cheaper?

5If it wasn’t for the ski rope, the doors
wouldn’t be there anymore. Too many
trucks are held together with bloudraad
and string. See below right.

3Why use a chevron board when you
have an under-run bumper?

5And these are the ‘doors’ of the trailer
that will go flying off into a car behind.

1

2

Tyre Woes
As in past Brake & Tyre Watch projects, tyre
faults were many – not all dangerous but
certainly costly to the operators. Our tyre
expert, Marcus Haw, explains some of the
causes. Please take note as tyres are critical
safety items.

3

4

From left to right clockwise:

5A retreaded tyre that was damaged on

the retread area exposing the under tread.
This exposed area is vulnerable to further
damage such as punctures, rocks e.g.

Sidewall scuffing
can weaken a
tyre to the point
of being dangerous

5This is a typical example of natural

scuffing on a super single tyer. There
are many such tyres on the road. Strictly
speaking, it is not unsafe but it is illegal.
Shoulder to side wall area would be
susceptible to further damage due to its
vulnerable state.

1. Terence Bowren of Bridgestone has
been one of our Brake & Tyre Watch
trainers and an avid team member
since the project started back in
2005. His enthusiasm knows no
bounds.
2. Seen here is slight feathering on
the rib edges. The axle can be out
of alignment, misaligned or the
parallelism needs to be checked.
3. The result of mechanical wear
combined with poor inflation
management leads to uneven wear
which results in loss of tyre life and
money. This is a severe case.
4. Sidewall scuffing is a regular
occurrence in in-town driving and is
also common in tight loading areas
or loading bays. A little bit more and
the side wall will be weakened to
the point of being dangerous. But as
it stands now, this tyre has not yet
reached that state.
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Training
day... 82 cops
One of the great achievements of Brake & Tyre Watch
is that hundreds of traffic officials around the country
have been trained through this project in identifying
signs of unroadworthy trucks. In North West Province,
we added another 82 cops to this expanding pool of
knowledge.

5Dave Scott, a valuable and

committed member of our team,
shows the cops how slack
adjusters should be set in order to
function correctly.

5The training room provided by Lonmin Mine was
one of the best we’ve seen so far and comfortably
accommodated the 82 cops who attended the
training.

3Slade Armstrong, aftermarket manager for

Navistar International Trucks, gave the cops valuable
pointers on the safety features
5The ever passionate and
incorporated in modern day trucks. enthusiastic Keir Guild, technical
manager for Wabco and a true asset
to the industry, points out to his
6Pieter van Deventer of CI
team of cops some of the potential
Automotive gave all the good
reasons why reflective tape should faults that lie hidden underneath
be in place and visible on trucks. trucks.

5Chris Barry, MD of HCV, one of our long standing

partners in this project, started his talk by getting some
of the cops up on stage to demonstrate the principles
of overloading. Simple but effective! He then went on
to spell out some of the statistical realities on the roads
and why cops should be alert to unroadworthy trucks.

5Learning is fun as these smiling
faces attest to. After every training
session we get positive feedback
from many of the cops who, after
the two day project, say they are
better empowered to do their jobs.

